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Our world is blue and white.
It’s a world where the national
flag is chequered and the
local currency is trophies. It’s
a high tech place where race
bred innovation is filtered
down from the racetrack
to production models. This
ensures that our blue and
white customers are treated
to the most cutting edge race
winning developments that
last the distance thanks to the
torture testing handed out by
the world’s best riders. Only
Yamaha can offer this.
Welcome to our world. It’s a
great place to live.

“Life isn’t measured by the number of breaths we take, but
by the number of moments that take our breath away.”

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.
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YZF-R1M

This exclusive machine is a
special version of the incredible
R1, and comes with even higher
factory specification – enabling
track riders to discover their
true potential.

KEY FEATURES

A six axis Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) offers control over
traction, slides, front wheel
lift, braking and launches. Its
Communication Control Unit with
GPS lets you access lap times
and other running data on an
Android-based tablet. And R1M’s
Electronic Racing Suspension
(ERS) delivers ultimate handling.

Communication Control Unit
with wireless remapping

All the class leading
features of YZF-R1 plus:
Öhlins Electronic Racing
Suspension (ERS)

M1 style carbon bodywork
Wide 200 section rear tyre
Limited availability

With its 200bhp crossplane
engine, short wheelbase chassis,
3D control electronics and
exclusive carbon bodywork,
R1M delivers M1-derived
factory-bike technology.

Silver Blu Carbon

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

With its central forced air intake and high screen, the R1M’s carbon bodywork has an
unmistakable M1 race bike silhouette. LED headlights are ‘hidden’ either side of the air intake
to emphasise race DNA, while twin LED position lights give this superbike a truly unique face.

YZF-R1

QUICK
SHIFTER
SYSTEM

Packed with MotoGP YZR-M1
technology, the next generation
R1 pushes the boundaries. With
an incredible crossplane engine,
short wheelbase chassis and
high-tech electronics, R1 is born
for the track and takes your
riding to a new ball park

KEY FEATURES

Specs offer an insight into
R1 capabilities. But it’s what
you can’t see that makes this
focused superbike so special.

Banking sensitive Traction
Control/Slide Control

A central nervous system
comprising a 6-axis Inertial
Measurement Unit that
constantly senses chassis
motion in 3D, creating seamless
control over traction, slides,
front wheel lift, braking and
launches.
Yamaha R1. Access the next
level now.

Suzuka
Eight
Hour

Incredible 998cc 200bhp
crossplane 4-cylinder engine
Highly advanced electronic control
systems
6-axis IMU with Gyro/G sensors
for 3D motion data

Front Lift Control and Launch
Control
Banking sensitive Racing ABS/
Unified Brake System
Short wheelbase aluminium
Deltabox frame
Magnesium wheels, subframe
and aluminium fuel tank
Thin Film Transistor (TFT) LCD
instruments

Race Blu
Matt Grey

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

Yamaha’s amazing flagship YZF-R1 is designed to dominate on the racetrack. Based heavily
on Yamaha’s YZR-M1 MotoGP racer, the machine mates a high power, high torque engine to a
lightweight chassis and wheels – and an incredible number of control technologies.

YZF-R6

One ride on the R6 lets you
know that this new supersports
weapon bike was bred on the
racetrack.
With three Supersport World
titles in recent years and local
dominance, the track focused
R6’s fierce winning reputation
has been hard earned.
This all new machine features
newly developed low-drag
bodywork and an aggressive
look that bears all the
characteristics of Yamaha’s
thoroughbred R-series DNA.
And with its advanced
electronics and high power and
race proven inline four engine,
the YZF-R6 gives you extreme
supersport performance with
absolute control.
YZF-R6. Now with next
generation R-series DNA.

QUICK
SHIFTER
SYSTEM

KEY FEATURES
Aggressive face with dual LED
position lights
Aerodynamically efficient front
cowl and screen
6-position switchable TCS
Quick Shift System for clutchless
upshifts
YCC-T, YCC-I, ABS and D-Mode
YZF-R1 type 43mm front forks
Dual 320mm front discs with
radial calipers
Enhanced riding position for
increased control
Slimline CF die cast magnesium
rear subframe
Lightweight 17-litre aluminium
fuel tank
599cc inline 4-cylinder 4-valve
DOHC engine
Yamaha Blue
Matt Black
Intensity White/Matt Silver

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

This new model sports a host of control technologies including a quick shifter, power maps, chip
controlled throttle and inlet funnels, a six position traction control system and ABS. You don’t have
to go racing on the new R6 – blitzing your mates at the next track day should suffice.

YZF-R3

Yamaha’s legendary R-series bikes
set the standard in the supersport
world thanks to class-leading
style, advanced technology and
racetrack performance.
R3 fits perfectly into our supersport
range between the entry level
YZF-R15 and the race-winning
YZF-R6. So whether you’re
moving up from a 125 or you’re
new to two wheels, you can be
sure that the 321cc parallel twin
features the same attention to
detail that goes into every R-series
motorcycle.
Take one look at the aggressive
dual headlight fairing and
aerodynamic bodywork and the
pure R-series DNA stares right
back at you.
New YZF-R3: a superbike you can
ride every day.

YZF-R15

This liquid cooled, fuel injected
four-stroke is the ideal intro to
the ‘R’ series family.
With the ability to cruise at
highway speeds and return an
average fuel consumption of
around 45kms per litre, the R15
blends performance, reliability
and low running costs. It is
designed to appeal to riders
looking for a practical motorcycle
for every day riding that sports
R-series trademark sharp looks.
Tech heads are well catered for
with a 150cc liquid cooled and
fuel injected engine slotting into
a Deltabox chassis boasting
linked monocross suspension.
R15 bristles with state-of-theart technology also seen on the
world’s best supersport bikes,
such as a forged aluminium
piston running in an all aluminium
DiASil cylinder which offers
the benefits of light weight,
great heat dissipation, less oil
consumption and high levels of
wear resistance.

Race Blu

KEY FEATURES
Smooth, strong 321cc
inline twin cylinder engine

Aggressive R-series dual
headlight full fairing

Slim, light chassis with
agile, sporty handling

Sporty, comfortable
suspension

ABS fitted as
standard equipment
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Matt Grey

Yamaha Blue & White

KEY FEATURES

Intensity White/Rapid Red

Midnight Black

Movistar Special Edition

Racing Red

Fuel injected, Liquid cooled
and running a forged piston in
a low friction DiaSil cylinder

R-series style analogue
tach with digital speedo,
trip and fuel gauge

R-series style Deltabox
aluminium frame for
pinpoint handling

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

“Getting dirty is a hallmark of hard work and a hallmark of fun, and dirt is not the enemy.”

WR450F

Based on the MXGP World
Championship winning YZ450F,
the WR450F employs Yamaha’s
innovative reverse cylinder head
and rearwards slanting cylinder.
Having convincingly demonstrated
its winning performance at the
highest level, this industryleading engine design offers high
levels of controllable and linear
torque, while this design’s greater
mass centralisation contributes
towards the bike’s agile handling
character.
Together with the compact
and light-handling YZ-F based
chassis, the WR450F offers riders
major advantages in weight,
power characteristics, agility and
rideability.

KEY FEATURES
Aggressive and modern YZ450Finspired reverse fed concept
Compact, mass centralised
design delivers light and agile
handling feel
Linear torque for easy to control
engine performance
KYB twin chamber forks with
enduro suspension settings give
stable and confident handling
Optional plug in Power Tuner for
easy tuning

Team Yamaha Blue & White
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“That awesome torque curve makes hills disappear with a minimum of fuss by keeping the back tyre controlled and
for a fuel injected dirt bike there is very good feel between your right wrist and the back wheel. And when cutting
test laps the change of direction for a 450 was outstanding, flicking from corner to corner with ease. I would put this
down to how the weight is placed in the frame and the tilted back cylinder.” Ben O’Brien, www.bikereview.com.au

WR250F

Being different is what makes
our bikes so special. And when
you take a look at the WR250F’s
high-tech reverse engine you can
see that what may look wrong to
some people is right for most...

KEY FEATURES

Featuring a forward facing inlet
with a top-mounted airbox that
feeds the fuel injection system,
this innovative engine is derived
from the winning YZ250F
motocross bike that’s been
blowing away the opposition in
the USA, Europe and Australia.

Compact aluminium chassis
with short subframe

With its potent power
characteristics and ultra-light
handling, the WR250F unleashes
the most advanced engine and
chassis technology ever seen in
the enduro world.

Centrally located 7.5 L fuel tank

Lightweight, compact
and agile 250cc 4-stroke

2016
ISDE
Women’s
Trophy
Team

Reverse cylinder head
with front facing inlet

Enduro clutch with wide
ratio 6-speed transmission
Switch-free electric starter
Optional plug in Power
Tuner for easy tuning
Top mounted quickly
removable air filter
Twin chamber speed sensitive
KYB suspension with
outstanding performance
Mass centralisation for
quick directional changes
18-inch rear wheel, Metzeler
6 Days Extreme tyres

Team Yamaha Blue & White
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“Overall the latest WR250F is an amazing bit of weaponry for the Australian bush, no matter if you are battling for
an off-road title or just chasing your mates around the trails. The bike comes race-ready in stock trim, so you can
definitely look to see the Yamaha WR250F continue with its strong performance at the top of the AORC field next year,”
Guy Streeter, www.motoonline.com.au

YZ450F

Fresh from its latest MX
Nationals win, the 2017 YZ450F
is ready to push your racing
career to the next level with
its innovative reverse cylinder
head, ultra-compact chassis and
sophisticated suspension.

Dean Ferris
MX1 AUS
Champion

Dan Reardon
2015 SX1 AUS
Champion

Equipped with optimised valve
timing and camshafts, this race
developed MX weapon delivers
incredible power smoothly which
lets you fully unleash the beast. A
large diameter 270mm front disc
allows you to brake hard and late
- while suspension settings and
a refined chassis design increase
traction and feel.
Featuring the latest electronic
launch control system for faster
starting, the YZ450F is built to
win. And take you one step closer
to total control.

YZ450FX

YZ450FX is a purpose built enduro
racer designed for riding in the
bush – fast.
This cross country racer is
equipped with a shorty muffler
and slightly firmer suspension
settings than its WR450F cousin.
And with no lights, speedo,
bashplate or a radiator fan, the
FX also weighs less. For 2017
suspension settings have been
tweaked, the air cleaner cover
redesigned and the bush blaster
now runs a convenient fuel level
and engine warning indicators on
the handlebar.
YZ450FX is available in two
versions – standard and with a
recreational registration lighting
kit (R model) that includes an
aluminium bashplate, handguards,
rearview mirror, lights and a horn.
This allows the model to qualify
for recreational registration in
applicable states.

Reversed cylinder head and
straight intake engine delivers
massive enduro tuned power

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

KEY FEATURES
Electronic launch control
system (LCS)

450cc liquid-cooled
DOHC 4-valve engine

Mass centralised design
for agile handling

Air-Oil-Separate (AOS)
upside-down front forks

Large diameter 270mm
front brake

Reverse cylinder head
with front-facing inlet

Aluminium bilateralbeam frame

Optional power tuner

KEY FEATURES

Enduro specific 21in front/
18in rear wheels and tyres

Team Yamaha Blue & White

Team Yamaha Blue & White
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Fully adjustable KYB® forks with
speed sensitive damping for
precise, fade-free handling

Large-capacity YZ450F radiators
can be fitted with accessory
YZ450F-based frame with model- cooling fan for additional airflow
specific engine mounting retains at slow speeds
legendary Yamaha handling
5-speed wide-ratio transmission

Push button electric start
and simplified electrical
system
Lightweight re-packable
YZ450F style racing
muffler
Optional power tuner

Jed Beaton
MX2
Champion

Mitch Evans
MXD
Champion

Professional rider depicted
on a closed course.

New high performance
reverse cylinder head
New high-lift camshafts
and larger diameter valves

New aluminium frame with
steel engine mounts

New larger diameter front
exhaust pipe

New Air-Oil-Separate forks
with stiffer outer tube

New smoother transmission
and remapped ECU

New suspension settings
for front forks

Mass centralised 250cc
liquid-cooled DOHC
4-valve engine

YZ250FX

Now to underline Yamaha’s policy
of continuous development,
we’ve made a range of technical
improvements designed to keep
the YZ250F on top. For 2017 this
high-tech motocross bike comes
with an all-new high-performance
reverse cylinder head that gives you
the winning advantage. And with its
refined aluminium frame and new
suspension settings, you can run
harder and faster from the gate to
the flag.

The all-new engine is based on
the 2017 YZ250F, and includes
a wide variety engine updates
to improve peak power, power
delivery and overall durability.
Plus the FX shares the 450FX
updates for 2017 including
suspension settings and fuel
warning and engine indicators.
Plus it gets a new 270mm front
brake

This is the bike that has totally
revolutionised the 250 class. And
dominated on racetracks around
the globe. With its radical reverse
cylinder head, rearward sloping
cylinder and underseat fuel tank,
the YZ250F is the way ahead for
motocross design.

Cooper Webb Jackson Richardson
AMA SX
SX2
Champion
Champion

KEY FEATURES

YZ250F

So whether you’re an experienced
pro racer or a hard-charging
amateur, the revolutionary YZ250F
delivers all the power and agility that
you need to maximise your potential.

Mass centralised design
for agile handling

Optional power tuner

Aluminium bilateralbeam frame

Reverse cylinder head
with front-facing inlet

Air-Oil-Separate (AOS)
upside-down front forks

Team Yamaha Blue & White

Based on the championshipwinning YZ250F, featuring
Yamaha’s revolutionary rearward
slanted, liquid-cooled, DOHC
4-stroke power plant with
forward-positioned straight
downdraft symmetrical intake,
and with an added sixth gear,
18in rear wheel and wide ratio
transmission, the YZ250FX is an
out of the box cross-country racer.

The YZ250FX is available
standard and with a recreational
registration lighting kit (R model)
that includes an aluminium
bashplate, handguards, rearview
mirror, lights and a horn. This
allows the model to qualify
for recreational registration in
applicable states.

Team Yamaha Blue & White

Professional rider depicted
on a closed course.

KEY FEATURES
Potent YZ250F-based rearward
slanted fuel injected engine

Easy-access top-mounted air
filter w/ quick-release fasteners

Central positioned 7.5L
fuel tank

Wide ratio 6-speed transmission
with enduro clutch

Compact bilateral
aluminium beam frame

Optimal mass centralisation
for quick directional changes

Tunable engine characteristic
via the optional Power Tuner
accessory

YZ250

If you’ve been around the dirt
bike scene for a while you’ll
know that the YZ250 has a super
impressive track record. This
thoroughbred racer has won just
about everything worth winning in
motocross and supercross.
With explosive engine
performance and a lightweight
aluminium chassis, the YZ250
attracts a loyal following of riders
who grew up with pre-mix. And
it’s also caught the attention of a
whole new generation of younger
riders who just want to get out
there and ride.
Fitted in Australia with a race kit
and sporting our industry leading
KYB forks and rear suspension,
the YZ250 is ready to win.

Professional rider depicted
on a closed course.

YZ250X

Two-stroke version of YZ250FX
gives an instant hit of two-stroke
power in a lightweight enduro
specific package.
Riders who like the easy
maintenance, sharp handling and
incredible power delivery of the
YZ250 can now access this in the
bush. A revised engine and a wide
ratio gearbox have harnessed the
power while an 18in rear wheel
with off road tyres, a sidestand
and reserve fuel tap add the
creature comforts. We’ve even
slimmed down the expansion
chamber to avoid clipping trail
obstacles. And that class leading
KYB twin chamber suspension
is especially tuned for enduro
riding. Also available with optional
recreational rego lighting kit (R
model).

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

250cc 2-stroke engine with
explosive performance

AUS race kit includes sprocket,
exhaust pipe, launch control & more

2-stroke engine technology
for easier maintenance

Lightweight semi-double
cradle aluminium chassis

KYB 48mm fork, separate
air/oil function

Easy to adjust 38mm Keihin
carburettor

Torque-boosting
YPVS system
Team Yamaha Blue & White

Team Yamaha Blue & White

250cc 2-stroke engine with
explosive performance

Off-road focused tyres with an
18in rear wheel

Lightweight semi-double
cradle aluminium chassis

Side stand, sealed O-ring chain
and a reserve fuel petcock

Optional lighting kit (‘R’
model) assists in rec
rego in applicable states
Wide-ratio gearing

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

YZ125

To make it big in motocross you’re
going to need skill, fitness and
determination – and the right
race bike.

Cody Dyce
AUS
Junior MX
Champion

Which is where the YZ125 comes
in. With its explosive engine power
and ultra responsive aluminium
chassis, this lightweight 125cc
2-stroke is a proven winner at
the highest level.
This legendary dirt bike features
ultra responsive front and rear
suspension systems for agile
handling and fast cornering –
and sports an AUS factory fitted
race kit.
All that’s missing from the
package is... you.

YZ85/LW

Back in the day it was Yamaha
who pioneered the first serious
youth motocross bikes –
machines that launched the
careers of many top riders.
Some forty years on we’re still a
major force in youth MX - and it’s
this experience that gives Yamaha
the edge. Featuring advanced
engine and chassis technology
and sharp bodywork, the YZ85
and YZ85LW large wheel are still
kicking butt and taking names.
A reliable 2-stroke liquid-cooled
85cc engine produces smooth
and useable power – and with its
easy handling chassis and AUS
factory fitted race kit, this is the
choice of future champions.

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

Free-revving and compact
125cc 2-stroke engine

Race kit includes oversize front rotor,
reed valve, sprocket, muffler and more

Ultra-light semi-double
cradle aluminium frame

YZ-F type 48mm forks,
separate air/oil function

Powerful and useable 85cc
2-stroke engine
Team Yamaha Blue & White

Team Yamaha Blue & White

Revised port timing for
more useable power

Close-ratio 6-speed transmission
AUS factory race kit includes
GYTR top clamp, rear sprocket,
Vortex reed valve, GYTR muffler

Upside down front forks
with 275mm travel
Available in small and large
wheel (YZ85LW) option

“Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where
there is no path and leave a trail.”

Professional rider depicted on a closed course. Image shows Worldcrosser model fitted with genuine accessories.

XT1200Z

Inside all of us is a spirit of
adventure that’s just waiting to
be set free. And when the urge
to break out of the daily routine
becomes irresistible, this
high-tech explorer is ready to
take you wherever you want.
The latest XT1200Z Super Ténéré
is built to satisfy your desire to
discover what lies beyond the
horizon.
Everything about this hugely
capable long distance adventure
bike has been designed to
take you further than you ever
imagined possible. Equipped with
a hugely powerful 1199cc twin
and a rugged chassis, the Super
Ténéré is ready to thrill on the
highway and excel on the dirt.
Also available with electronically
adjustable suspension
(XT1200ZE).

KEY FEATURES

XVS1300A

1199cc liquid-cooled
inline 2-cylinder engine

*Option

270 degree crank
for strong torque

Shaft drive with clutch
dampers and shaft dampers
Intelligent unified braking
system and ABS
Traction control, cruise
control and Yamaha D-mode
Tough spoked aluminium
wheels with tubeless tyres
Tapered aluminium handlebars
and adjustable screen
LCD instruments with
gear position indicator
Adjustable seat height
from 845mm-870mm

Race Blu

Professional rider depicted on a closed course. Image shows Worldcrosser model fitted with genuine accessories.

Adventure traveling takes skill, courage and endurance – as well as faith in your
machine. Faith that it’ll love rocky river crossings and dirt roads as much as you do.
Faith that it’s going to be comfortable on a long freeway haul. Faith that it’s got what it
takes to carve up twisty mountain roads. Your journey starts here.

XT660Z

Prepare for adventure with the
XT660Z Ténéré – a rugged,
functional and stylish dualpurpose bike. It will take you
anywhere you desire – from city
streets through to the dust and
rocks of the outback.

XVS1300A

At the heart of this tough
cross-country explorer is a
liquid-cooled, 4-valve, 4-stroke
SOHC single-cylinder engine that
produces plenty of power across
a wide rpm range, allowing you
to master just about any riding
situation.
While its 23-litre fuel tank delivers
huge range, the new graphics will
turn heads. The comfortable dual
seat, wind-beating rally-raid style
cowl and high screen take the
strain on longer journeys.

KEY FEATURES
Rugged adventure enduro bike
Fuel-injected 660cc
4-stroke single
Rally Raid bodywork

Race Blu
Matt Grey

Long-range 23 litre fuel tank

Image shows model fitted with optional accessories.

The XT660Z offers a lot adventure touring motorcycle potential. It has cross spoked
rims and a 21inch front wheel which are ideal for riding on loose offroad surfaces. The
Ténéré has exceptionally long fuel range and proper fuel monitoring features which
makes it even better for the most remote exploring.

“Go confidently in the direction of your dreams.
Live the life you have imagined.”

WR250R

Much more than just another trail
bike, WR250R is distilled from
Yamaha’s world-dominating offroad know-how with emphasis on
rugged reliability.
This small capacity machine
makes for a superb lightweight
adventure tourer, fully capable
of tackling a desert crossing and
not just the cut and thrust of the
weekday commute.

KEY FEATURES

XVS1300A

Dual-purpose bike ideal for
adventure riding
Low maintenance interval 10,000
rpm 4-stroke single cylinder
YZ-F motocross technology
Titanium intake valves
Fuel injection
Aluminium main frame

Equipped with lightweight
titanium inlet valves, the liquidcooled, 4-stroke, DOHC, 4-valve,
single-cylinder engine pushes
hard all the way to 10,000 rpm,
making this one of the strongest
250 singles ever built by Yamaha.

Team Yamaha Blue & White
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Designed for riders who want to ride and not spend too much time in the garage, WR250R is the closest
you can get to a full blown enduro bike... but with the benefit of longer service intervals. This top value
package offers class leading performance, a low maintenance engine designed to be held flat out for
long periods.

XT250

TT-R230

The easy-to-ride four-stroke
single produces strong torque and
smooth response across the entire
rpm range – and will get you over
30kms on a litre of fuel.

KEY FEATURES

A competition-style flat seat/tank
junction makes for great rider
mobility while the push button
start is a no brainer. A low seat
height on top of a long-travel
suspension and generous ground
clearance make this a serious
trail bike that’s accessible to wide
range of riders.

Smooth throttle response and easy
starting in nearly all conditions

KEY FEATURES

9.5:1 compression makes for great
on- and off-road performance

Confidence-inspiring handling and
a rugged 223cc air-cooled motor

A light-yet-strong forged piston
inside a plated cylinder helps
dissipate heat more efficiently,
increasing both performance
and durability

Smooth-shifting, six-speed
transmission with heavy-duty clutch
geared for maximum versatility

When it comes to good honest on/
off road capability and good times
that last, you can’t beat a Yamaha
XT250. Yamaha’s cult classic
is based on simple, rock-solid
dependability with a fuel injected
249cc air-cooled donk at its core.

No frills where none are needed.

Semi-double-cradle steel frame
achieves a light, nimble feel

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

Team Yamaha Blue & White

Meet Mr – and Mrs – Versatile.
YZ-inspired handling and looks,
and a clockwork reliable 223cc
air-cooled, SOHC four-stroke
make the TT-R230 a great choice
for beginner and intermediate
riders.

36mm front fork with 240mm
of wheel travel provides plush,
confidence inspiring control over
rough terrain

Team Yamaha Blue & White
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TT-R125E/LWE

With a range of race-developed
features, including a disc front
brake, tough lightweight bodywork
and long-travel front and rear
suspension, the TT-R125E/LWE
are the next step up from our midsized TT-R110E.
For impressive and powerful
performance that younger riders
will enjoy, the 125 cc air-cooled,
4-stroke single-cylinder engine is
rugged and easy to maintain.
With 180 mm suspension travel
at the front and 168 mm (LWE
model) at the rear, the TT-R125E/
LWE can take on tough terrain.
And like all the TT-R models, from
50cc to 230cc, Yamaha quality
and reliability come as standard.

TT-R110E

Yamaha’s leading TT-R range
includes the beautifully-styled
TT-R110E, which is aimed at new
riders as well as those graduating
from the smaller TT-R50E.
Its radical racing-blue, motocrossstyle bodywork has been directly
inspired by our MXGP-winning
YZ race bikes. For easy steering
and high levels of rider comfort,
this good-looking youth bike
features long-travel front and rear
suspension.
New and experienced off-road
riders will love the smooth and
strong performance of the 110cc
4-stroke engine, and the 4-speed
semi-automatic gearbox means
that there is no clutch lever for
riders to worry about.

KEY FEATURES
Manual 5-speed gearbox
Electric start
Long-travel front and rear
suspension

KEY FEATURES

Standard and large wheel options
(E/LWE)

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.
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Team Yamaha Blue & White

Motocross-style 110cc
4-stroke fun bike

Radical racing-blue,
motocross-style bodywork

For new riders and kids
moving up from the TT-R50E

Key-type main switch for
added parental control

Easy-to-use, semi-automatic
4-speed gearbox

Long-travel off-road type
suspension systems

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

KEY FEATURES
50cc 4-stroke junior
off-road fun bike
Perfect for kids from 4
to 7 years of age
Semi-automatic
3-speed gearbox
Stylish racing-blue
motocross-style
bodywork
Ignition key for added
parental control
Long-travel front and
rear suspension

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

TT-R50E

The TT-R50E is a dream come
true for junior.
Everything about this rider-friendly
mini-bike is designed to create a
fun and enjoyable experience for
four to seven year olds. For simple
riding, the electric-start 50cc
4-stroke engine is equipped with a
semi-automatic 3-speed gearbox
- and for added parental control
the TT-R50E can only be started
with the ignition key inserted.
The rugged blue bodywork has
been inspired by Yamaha’s GPwinning MX bikes, and with longtravel suspension and knobby
tyres, the TT-R50E is ready to
provide many hours of fun for all
the family.

Team Yamaha Blue & White

PW50

When it comes to kids’ minibikes, Yamaha is the clear leader.
With the PW50’s rider-friendly
design it’s easy to see why this
50cc 2-stroke is a firm favourite
with kids and parents. Safety
features include an adjustable
throttle which allows parents
to limit top speed to suit the
rider’s skill level – and the
enclosed shaft drive reduces
maintenance chores. And there’s
no gear shifting to worry about,
its zippy 50cc 2-stroke engine
drives through a fully-automatic
gearbox for simple ‘twist-and-go’
performance.
At just 39 kg, this lightweight and
compact mini-bike is the ideal
way for your child to have
hours of fun while
developing their
riding skills.

Team Yamaha Blue & White

KEY FEATURES
50cc 2-stroke engine
with fully-automatic
gearbox
Reliable shaft drive for
reduced maintenance
Simple throttle limiter
assures parental
control
Lightweight handling
and compact
dimensions
Separate 2-stroke oil
tank for ease of use
Yamaha design, quality
and reliability

Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

GENUINE ACCESSORIES

YZF-R1 Akrapovic Titanium M1 Style Slip-on*.
A new-shape muffler design inspired by topclass race teams and made entirely of titanium,
this slip-on exhaust will give the bike that
GP look while adding more power, improving
performance and giving it a unique sporty
Akrapovic sound.

Y-SHOP
YZF-R1 Frame Sliders. To minimise frame and
body damage if the bike is accidentally dropped.

YZF-R1 Solo Seat Cowls. Transforms your bike
into a single-seater for a sportier look. Easily
installed, features a stylish cushion and the R1
logo. Comes in three coordinating model colours.

YZF-R3 Expanding, zip-up rear seat bag with
aerodynamic design transforms the bike to
single seat style. With an expanded capacity
of 5L.

We’ve created a large and
diverse range of precision
products engineered specifically
to fit your Yamaha. You can
expect the same high level of
quality and performance that
goes into every Yamaha product
we build. So, whether you have
one or several Yamahas, Genuine
Parts & Accessories are especially
designed for your Yamaha.

Shop and order online for
delivery to your door.

YZF-R3 Smoke Sports Screen. A stylish short
smoked screen for increased wind protection.
Treated with an extra coating to provide
durable, long lasting protection
against scratches.

YZF-R3 Akrapovic Carbon Fibre Racing Line
Complete Exhaust System*. This exhaust system
is lightweight, exceptional quality and increases
engine performance combined with pure racing
sound output. For closed course use only.

YZF/WRF Yamaha EFI Power Tuner. This easy
plug-in fuel-injection and ignition tuning tool
allows riders to quickly adjust the fuel and
ignition maps to suit riding conditions and rider
preference.

YZF/WRF Yamaha Tall and Short Complete Seats.
Approximately 2.5cm shorter or taller than the
stock seat. Fully assembled seat including gripper
seat cover ready to go straight on your bike.

WR450F GYTR Alloy Protection Products.
Selection of quality aluminium protection product
helps prevent damage in tough riding conditions.
The range of products includes bashplates,
radiator guards, water pump guards, fuel line
covers and many more.

Featuring the iconic Yamaha Blue colour the
Yamaha Racing apparel and merchandise
range is set to rev your heart. A wide range of
shirts, hoodies, jackets and hats is available for
everyone. Merchandise incl bags, drink coolers,
umbrellas, key rings, fast shades and more.

The new Lifestyle range feature various
Yamaha Motorcycles. Available in both t-shirt
and hats these styles are sure to impress
those model specific enthusiasts while
complementing the bikes.

The 2017 range of MX apparel has a fresh new
look. Made of quality material the MX range
consists of; Pants, Jersey, Gloves, Hat and
Enduro Jacket all with a matching design.

*This is a non-Yamaha branded product. Fully developed and produced by Akrapovic.

Image shows model fitted with genuine accessories.

INHOUSE FINANCE AND INSURANCE – OUR UNIQUE ADVANTAGE

YAMAHA MOTOR FINANCE

Yamaha Motor Finance Pty. Ltd. (YMF) is a
100% owned subsidiary of Yamaha Motor
Australia Pty Ltd that has been established
to give Yamaha customers access to
specially tailored finance packages on
Yamaha’s huge range of products.

Our key features are:

If you are looking to finance your new asset
YMF provides real value.

I The ability to add insurance and
accessories into the one loan

I Lock in your repayments from two
years up to five years
I No hidden charges or monthly
account keeping fees

Applications can be completed
in person at one of Yamaha’s
nationwide dealerships or
pre-approved online through
the Yamaha website.

For more information on finance packages contact your local Yamaha dealer, alternatively; YMF on 1800 123 100 (AUS)
or visit www.yamaha-motor.com.au/finance/ymf

YAMAHA MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE

Yamaha Motorcycle Insurance (YMI)
is a factory endorsed product that offers
a variety of unique policy features and
benefits exclusive to Yamaha owners.
YMI is the ultimate in protection offering
competitive rates along with a hassle free
claims process.

Our key features are:
I Three years new for old replacement

Please refer to the YMI Product
Disclosure Statement located on
www.yamaha-motor.com.au.

I Only genuine Yamaha parts used
on repairs
I No theft excess when protected
with Yamaha DNA theft deterrent

For further information contact YMI today 1300 794 330 (AUS) www.ymiaus.com.au or visit your local Yamaha Dealer.

YAMAHADNA

YamahaDNA comes standard on all Yamaha motorcycles. It is an exclusive identification system that applies microdots to various
components. YamahaDNA warning decals are placed on items protected, alerting potential thieves that the unit is ‘Protected by
YamahaDNA’. In the event of your equipment being stolen and then recovered, police can cross reference the PIN number of any
micro-dotted part with the VIN or serial number of that unit.

Image shows model
fitted with genuine
accessories.

SPECIFICATIONS YZF-R1M

YZF-R1

YZF-R6

YZF-R3

YZF-R15

WR450F

Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke,
DOHC, 4-valve, forwardinclined parallel 4-cylinder

Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke,
DOHC, 4-valve, forwardinclined parallel 4-cylinder

Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke,
DOHC, 4-valve, forwardinclined parallel 4-cylinder

2-cylinder, liquid-cooled,
4-stroke, DOHC, 4-valve

Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke,
SOHC, 4-valve

Liquid cooled 4-stroke,
DOHC, 4-valve

Displacement

998cc

998cc

599cc

321cc

150cc

449cc

Bore x Stroke

79.0 x 50.9mm

79.0 x 50.9mm

67.0 x 42.5mm

68.0 x 44.1mm

57 x 58.7mm

97.0 x 60.8mm

13.0:1

13.0:1

13.1:1

11.2:1

10.4:1

12.5:1

Fuel Injection, YCC-I
and YCC-T

Fuel injection, YCC-I
and YCC-T

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Electronic Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric and Kick

6-speed with slipper clutch

6-speed with slipper clutch

Constant mesh, 6-speed

6-speed

6-speed

5-speed

Aluminium deltabox

Aluminium deltabox

Aluminium deltabox

Diamond

Deltabox

Bilateral beam

Front Suspension

43mm Öhlins electronically
adjustable USD forks,
120mm travel

43mm KYB fully adjustable
telescopic forks,
120mm travel

43mm KYB Telescopic
forks, 120mm travel

Telescopic forks,
130mm travel

33mm Telescopic forks,
130mm travel

Twin chamber KYB
telescopic fork,
310mm travel

Rear Suspension

Öhlins electronically
adjustable, 120 mm travel

KYB, 120 mm travel

Swingarm link type,
120mm travel

Swingarm, 125mm travel

Swingarm, 125mm travel

Swingarm, 318 mm travel

Engine

Compression Ratio
Fuel Management
Starter System
Transmission
Frame Type

LxWxH

SPECIFICATIONS WR250F

YZ450F

YZ450FX

YZ250F

YZ250FX

YZ250

Liquid cooled 4-stroke,
DOHC, 4-valve

Liquid cooled 4-stroke,
DOHC, 4-valve

Liquid cooled, 4-stroke,
DOHC, 4-valve

Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke,
DOHC, 4-valve

Liquid cooled 4-stroke,
DOHC, 4-valve

Liquid-cooled, 2-stroke,
reed-valve with YPVS

Displacement

250cc

449cc

449cc

250cc

250cc

249cc

Bore x Stroke

77.0 x 53.6mm

97.0 x 60.8mm

97.0 x 60.8mm

77 x 53.6mm

77.0 x 53.6mm

66.4 x 72.0mm

13.5:1

12.5:1

12.5:1

13.5:1

13.5:1

8.9 ~ 10.6:1

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

PWK38S

Electric and Kick

Kick

Electric and Kick

Kick

Electric and Kick

Kick

6-speed

5-speed

5-speed

5-speed

6-speed

5-speed

Bilateral beam

Bilateral beam

Bilateral beam

Bilateral beam

Bilateral beam

Control fill aluminium
semi double cradle

Front Suspension

T win chamber KYB
telescopic forks,
310mm travel

Twin chamber KYB
telescopic fork,
310mm travel

Twin chamber KYB
telescopic fork,
310mm travel

T win chamber KYB
telescopic forks,
310mm travel

T win chamber KYB
telescopic forks,
310 mm travel

T win chamber KYB
telescopic forks,
300mm travel

Rear Suspension

Swingarm, 318 mm travel

Swingarm,
315 mm travel

Swingarm,
318 mm travel

Swingarm,
315mm travel

Swingarm,
318mm travel

Swingarm,
315mm travel

Engine

Compression Ratio
Fuel Management
Starter System
Transmission
Frame Type

LxWxH

2055 x 690 x 1150mm

2055 x 690 x 1150mm

2040 x 695 x 1150mm

2090 x 720 x 1135mm

1970 x 670 x 1070mm

2165 x 825 x 1280mm

2165 x 825 x 1280mm

2180 x 825 x 1280mm

2180 x 825 x 1280mm

2170 x 825 x 1280mm

2165 x 825 x 1280mm

2185 x 825 x 1290mm

Seat Height

860mm

855mm

850mm

780mm

800mm

965mm

Seat Height

965mm

965mm

965mm

965mm

965mm

970mm

Min ground clearance

130mm

130mm

130mm

160mm

160mm

325mm

Min ground clearance

325mm

330mm

325mm

330mm

325mm

360mm

200kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

199kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

190kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

169kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

135kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

123kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

118kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

112kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

119 kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

105kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

113kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

103kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

17 l

17 l

17 l

14 l

12 l

7.5 l

7.5 l

7.5 l

7.5 l

7.5 l

7.5 l

8l

Wet weight
Fuel Capacity

Wet weight
Fuel Capacity

SPECIFICATIONS YZ250X

YZ125

YZ85/LW

XT1200Z/E

XT660Z

WR250R

Liquid cooled, two-stroke,
reed valve induction

Liquid-cooled, 2-stroke,
reed-valve

Liquid-cooled, 2-stroke,
reed-valve

Liquid cooled, 4-stroke
DOHC 4 valve, forwardinclined parallel 2-cylinder
with YCCT + traction
control

Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke,
single cylinder, 4-valve,
SOHC

Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke,
DOHC, 4-valve

Displacement

249cc

125cc

85cc

1199cc

660cc

250cc

Bore x Stroke

66.4 x 72.0mm

54.0 x 54.5 mm

47.5 x 47.8mm

98.0 X 79.5mm

100.0 x 84.0mm

77 x 53.6mm

7.9 ~ 9.4:1

8.6 ~ 10.7:1

8.2:1

11.0:1

10.0:1

11.8:1

PWK38S Keihin

TMX 38

PWK28

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Kick

Kick

Kick

Electric

Electric

Electric

5-speed

6-speed

6-speed

6-speed

5-speed

6-speed

Control fill aluminium
semi double cradle

Control fill aluminium
semi double cradle

Semi double cradle

Steel tube backbone

Steel tube diamond
shaped

Semi double cradle

Front Suspension

T elescopic forks, 135mm
travel

Twin chamber KYB
telescopic forks, 300 mm
travel

Twin chamber KYB
telescopic forks,
275mm travel

Telescopic forks,
190mm travel

Telescopic forks,
210mm travel

Telescopic forks,
270mm travel

Rear Suspension

Twin chamber KYB
telescopic forks,
300mm travel

Swingarm,
315mm travel

Swingarm,
282mm travel
LW: 287mm travel

Swingarm,
190mm travel

Swingarm,
200mm travel

Swingarm,
270mm travel

2180 x 825 x 1285mm

2135 x 825 x 1295mm

1821 x 758 x 1126mm
1899 x 758 x 1156mm

2250 x 980 x 1410mm
2250 x 980 x 1470mm

2246 x 896 x 1477mm

2180 x 810 x 1230mm

Seat Height

970mm

975mm

841mm / 873mm

845mm

896mm

930mm

Min ground clearance

355mm

365mm

330 mm / 360 mm

190mm

260mm

300mm

104 kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

94kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

71kg / 73kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

257kg / 265kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

209kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

134kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

8l

8l

5l

23 l

23 l

7.6 l

Engine

Compression Ratio
Fuel Management
Starter System
Transmission
Frame Type

LxWxH

Wet weight
Fuel Capacity

SPECIFICATIONS XT250

TT-R230

TT-R125E/LWE

TT-R110E

TT-R50E

PW50

Air cooled, SOHC, 4-stroke,
2-valve

Air-cooled, 4-stroke, OHC,
2-valve

Air-cooled, 4-stroke,
SOHC, 2-valve

Air-cooled, 4-stroke, SOHC

Air-cooled, 4-stroke,
SOHC, 2-valve

Air-cooled, 2-stroke,
reed-valve

Displacement

249cc

223cc

124cc

110 cc

49 cc

49cc

Bore x Stroke

74.0 x 58.0mm

70.0 x 58.0mm

54.0 x 54.0mm

51.0 x 54.0mm

36.0 x 48.6mm

40.0 x 39.2mm

9.5:1

9.5:1

10.0:1

9.3:1

9.5:1

6.0:1

Fuel Injection

Y26P x 1

VM20 x 1

VM16

VM11

VM12

Electric

Electric

Electric and Kick

Electric and Kick

Electric

Kick

5-speed

6-speed

5-speed

4-speed

3-speed

Automatic

Steel double cradle

Steel double cradle

Diamond

Steel tube backbone

Steel tube backbone

Steel tube backbone

Front Suspension

Telescopic forks,
225mm travel

Telescopic forks

Telescopic forks,
180mm travel

T elescopic forks, 115mm
travel

Telescopic forks,
96mm travel

Telescopic forks,
60mm travel

Rear Suspension

Swingarm,
180mm travel

Swingarm

Swingarm,
160 / 168mm travel

Swingarm,
110mm travel

Swingarm,
71mm travel

Unit swing,
50mm travel

2150 x 805 x 1160mm

2065 x 800 x 1180mm

1845 x 785 x 1060mm
1885 x 795 x 1085 mm

1565 x 680 x 923mm

1305 x 595 x 795mm

1245 x 575 x 715mm

Seat Height

810mm

870mm

775 mm / 805mm

670mm

555mm

485mm

Min ground clearance

285mm

295mm

325mm

180mm

135mm

105mm

133kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

114kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

90kg / 90kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

72kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

57kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

39kg
(with full fuel and fluids)

10 l

8l

6l

4l

3.0 l

2l

Engine

Compression Ratio
Fuel Management
Starter System
Transmission
Frame Type

LxWxH

Wet weight
Fuel Capacity

Specifications and colour options are subject to
change without notice, in accordance with national
regulations and legislations. Copyright is Yamaha.
Yamaha reserves the right to change specifications
without notice. Confirm with your dealer before
purchase. Specifications and measurements are
approximate and subject to variances. Images
for display purposes. Models may feature nonstandard items.

